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1. The Sultan spent over fifty million dollars making the capital city's main hotel the most 

___________in  the country. 

luxury, luxurious, luxuriate, luxuriously 

2. Police working on solving the bank robbery have by chance _______a  plan to murder a 

leading politician. 

cover, covered, uncovered, coverage, covering 

3. We should go and eat at "Franco's" which is __________a great little restaurant. 

suppose, supposed, supposedly, supposing, supposition 

4. I left the house at 8am and stared at the empty garage in _________. My car was 

nowhere to be seen. Someone had stolen it! 

believe, believable, believer, belief, disbelief, believably 

5. If you have any problems finding things, just ask Roger. He is very____________and will 

tell you where to find what you want. 

help, helpful, helpfully, helpfulness,  

6. You paid $25 for a simple breakfast?! They have certainly ___________ you! You should 

go back and complain. 

charge, charged, overcharged, chargeable,  

7. The gang robbed three banks in the same city and all at about the same time. Not 

____________, they were caught by the police during the fourth attempt. 

surprise, surprised, surprising, surprisingly 

8. Sarina is only my half sister because we have ____________ mothers. 

differ, difference, different, differently, differential 

9. John's tooth was very ___________so he has to go to the dentist. 

Pain, painful, paintfully,  

10. I like that shop assistant. She's very ___________. 

help, helpful, helpfully, helpfulness 

11. I had to handle the machine carefully, as it was very _________. 

break, breaken, breakable, breakably, breakage 

12. Jen was eating a very ___________ apple and obviously enjoying it.  



crunch, crunchy, crunching, crunched 

13. Don't forget to _____________ your shoelaces before taking them off. 

tie, untie, tied, untied 

14. I wasn't very happy with the hotel we were staying in. In fact I was very ______________.  

satisfy, satisfied, satisfying, satisfyingly, dissatisfied. 

15. I asked Martin to ____________ my pencil for me.  

sharp, sharpen, sharpener, sharpened 

16. He gave us a great deal of _____________ before the exam. 

encourage,  encouraged,  encouraging,  encouragement 

17. That is a terrible song. It is completely _______________.  

tune, tuneful, tunefully, tuneless. 

18. What a ______________ shirt! Green, yellow and purple! 

colour, coloured, colourless, colourfully, colourful 

19. I'm afraid that your behaviour is just not ___________.  

accept, acceptment, accepted, acceptable 

20. There's a mistake on the bill. I think they have ____________ us for the wine. It can't 

have cost £40!  

charge, charged, overcharged, chargeable, 


